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Dear Mr. Mayor and Members of the Council:
My family and I reside at
and the proposed H27 Tower.

, near the town-owned water tanks

I write today in support of the third Resolution (Attachment 7) before you, and in
opposition to the proposed tower on both the Town-owned water tank property
(H27m3) and the alternative site in the public right-of-way (H27m6).
Town-owned Site (H27m3)
The Town-owned water tank site is one of the smallest parcels in town and, as such,
is particularly inadequate to house a massive cell tower of 55’. It is already jampacked with two large water tanks, two accessory buildings and other infrastructure,
with virtually no screening and no set back requirements. Adding more infrastructure
to this already over-burdened parcel will only exacerbate an already aesthetically
displeasing facility.
All of the locations under consideration for this site are too close to the surrounding
homes at approximately 48’ to the closest home. Further, the proposed oversized
tower will be highly visible from the surrounding homes and Marlborough Road.
There is very little mature vegetation and essentially no screening in place to shield
such a tower.
Although in a residential neighborhood, the Town has treated this parcel as an
industrial site and used it as a storage yard for pipes, machinery and other assorted
equipment and industrial supplies. The installation of a mammoth tower will only
contribute to the continuous decline of this site and adversely impact the surrounding
homes. Efforts should be undertaken to enhance the aesthetics of this site, not
diminish them. Real estate experts have opined that property values of homes near
cell towers typically decrease in value by as much as 10% and sometimes more.
According to the City Attorney, the Town, as the owner of the Marlborough tank site,
has the absolute discretion to deny the placement of towers on its property, and such
a denial cannot be considered an effective prohibition of service.
Public Right-of-Way in Front of Water Tank Site (H27m6)
A 32’tower in the public right-of-way (H27m6) is even more intrusive than all the other
alternatives proposed for the Town-owned property (H27m3).
If the tower were located in the public right-of-way, it would be closer to more homes
and much more visible from the surrounding homes and the street than the

alternatives for H27m3.
When the sites were first identified, the original location proposed at the H27 site was
at the back of the Town-owned property, near Black Mountain Road, a less visible
location with more screening. It was then moved closer to Marlborough Road to the
current location without any opportunity for the public to be heard on the change of
locations. Moving it forward again, in the public right-of-way at Marlborough Road,
where more homes are affected, would unduly and disproportionately burden the
residents of the Marlborough neighborhood.
A WCF in the public right-of-way is the lowest preference location on the Town’s list
of locations. HMC 15.32.070(C) Further, the steel pole proposed as alternative
H27m6 does not comply with several design standards set forth in Town Policy No.
19-01, which establishes the design and location criteria the Council must use to
evaluate proposed facilities in the public rights-of-way.
For instance, the proposed volume of the accessory equipment installed aboveground
at the base is approximately 30 cubic feet, far exceeding the limit of nine cubic feet as
required by Policy E7. This is an area that is heavily utilized by pedestrians. One of
the guiding principles of the design standards, Policy 19-01, is: “New obstructions . . .
in the public rights-of-way implicate both safety and aesthetic concerns and should be
avoided . . . .” At three feet wide and four feet tall, the proposed bulky equipment will
undeniably interfere with the public’s use and enjoyment of the right of way, violating
the aforementioned guiding principle and Factor 5 of the nine factors enumerated in
HMC Section 15.32.080(C) which the Council may consider.
Failure to Show a Significant Gap
We have had Verizon for over 10 years in Hillsborough and have always experienced
excellent coverage inside our home. In speaking with our neighbors on Marlborough
Road, many also have Verizon and agree that the coverage is excellent.
The applicant has the burden of proof to show that a WCF permit should be granted.
HMC Section 15.32.080   The Town’s independent expert, CTC, found that Crown
Castle has failed to meet its burden of showing there is a service gap (or more
information to support the “materially inhibit” test) that requires approval of the
application.   CTC indicated that whether there was a significant gap in coverage
might depend on additional showings, including the number of homes affected or data
suggesting “that service quality is below or is reasonably projected to fall below
industry standards . . . ; and some proof that elimination of some of the proposed
facilities from a multi-site proposal to address a gap in service will have added
substantial negative overall network effects.” (emphasis added)    Crown Castle
failed to present any evidence of “substantial negative overall network effects” if H27
were denied.
In fact, no specific evidence at all was presented showing any impact of denying
individual applications on the operation of the planned network of facilities. As noted
by your City Attorney, because the Town is now considering a single application, the
absence of evidence as to the impact of denial of a single site is more critical than
before. Crown Castle has already reduced the number of applications from 16 to 13,
admittedly without any impact on the network of service. Their failure to produce any

evidence to the contrary, supports the conclusion that this particular site is not critical
to its network of facilities and that 12 sites throughout Hillsborough are sufficient for
the coverage they seek.
Four Alternative Sites More Consistent with the Town’s Rural Character
There are at least four other viable, alternative sites that would be more consistent
with the Town’s intent to make wireless communications reasonably available while
preserving the essential rural character of the Town. Those sites are identified as
follows: (1) at the foot of Marlborough near Wedgewood, (2) along existing PG&E
transmission towers in SFPUC land, (3) at the PG&E transmission tower on Skyline
Boulevard which already has an existing WCF belonging to Verizon (see attached
photo), and (4) a macro tower at the Crystal Springs Rest Area on Highway 280.
Most of these sites are located hundreds of feet from the nearest home, would
minimize the potential adverse impacts to the town, and would blend in with the
surrounding environment. Further, utilizing the PG&E transmission tower on Skyline
Boulevard is consistent with the Town’s guiding principle of installing WCFs at
locations where other such facilities already exist. As indicated in Josh Burns’
analysis of these sites, power and fiber can be provided aerially and all provide
extreme height to ensure superior coverage.
PG&E appears ready, willing and able to work with interested parties to overcome the
hurdles the applicant previously identified. As reported in the attached article
appearing in the RTO Insider on February 2, 2021, PG&E has already entered into an
agreement with SBA Communications to sell rights to install wireless communications
equipment on 700 transmission towers. The agreement also provides that SBA
Communications will have the right to sublicense, and market additional locations, to
wireless carriers to attach their equipment on approximately 28,000 of the utility’s
other electric transmission towers.
SBA Communications was able to successfully negotiate an agreement with PG&E.
Crown Castle should be able to do the same. Verizon utilizes the services of both
SBA Communications and Crown Castle to locate sites for them.
Conclusion
The least intrusive of the limited designs and sites presented for your consideration is
the steel pole alternative on the Town-owned property at H27m3. If the Council were
to opt for this alternative, it should require a substantial development fee of at least
$500,000 to beautify the entire parcel, including the planting of mature trees and
screening, the replacement of the chain link fence with a rod iron fence and gate, and
refinishing the public right-of-way.
However, all of the alternative designs on both H27m3 and H27m6 are
extremely poor choices and all should be rejected. None of the designs further
the goal in the General Plan of preserving the Town’s rural character.
Crown Castle has offered a multitude of reasons why they can’t work with PG&E and
the SFPUC. Rather than giving reasons why something can’t be done, they should
be offering solutions and not excuses.

The residents of this Town have devoted a lot of time and effort to provide reasonable
alternatives that are superior to those currently being considered. They deserve for
those sites to be actively pursued in a meaningful way. All of the sites under
consideration as outlined in your packet should be denied, and Crown Castle should
be encouraged to actively pursue the four sites mentioned above.
I urge you to adopt the third Resolution (Attachment 7) before you, and deny all
design alternatives for the Town-owned water tank property at H27m3 (i.e., the wood
pole, steel pole and 60’+ lattice tower) and deny the steel pole alternative in the
public right-of-way in front of the water tank site at H27m6.
Sincerely,
Mark Church

The east side of 280 on Skyline Blvd
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Feb 2, 2021
Hudson Sangree
Pacific Gas and Electric said Tuesday it had agreed to sell rights to install wireless communications equipment
on 700 transmission towers and other infrastructure for $973 million, plus future licensing revenues on 28,000
other towers and equipment that could bring in millions more per year.
The deal with a wholly owned subsidiary of SBA Communications will help PG&E recover from years of
wildfires sparked by its equipment and its ensuing bankruptcy, which ended in June, the utility said in a
statement.
"When we emerged from Chapter 11, we made a commitment to achieve financial stability and bolster our
overall financial health and we’re delivering on that objective," PG&E interim CFO Chris Foster said.
"Strategically selling non-core assets like these is one way we’re continuing to follow through on that
commitment, reduce our financing needs and strengthen our balance sheet."
California’s largest utility paid fire victims and insurance companies tens of billions of dollars as part of its plan
to exit bankruptcy, including giving fire victims a 22% stake in the company. (See PG&E Trying to Move
Forward from Bankruptcy.)

https://www.rtoinsider.com/articles/19789-pg-e-cuts-1b-deal-for-cell-sites-on-tx-towers
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The utility said the deal will help ratepayers and fire victims.
"PG&E estimates that approximately half of the net sale proceeds will be returned to electric transmission and
distribution customers in the form of lower monthly bills," it said. "Furthermore, the net transaction proceeds are
expected to help partially offset future equity issuances and dilution of PG&E shares, a substantial portion of
which are held by the fire victim trust established to compensate victims of 2015, 2017 and 2018 fires."
The license agreement with SBA will be for 100 years, though PG&E will retain the right to terminate it for
individual cell sites for regulatory or operational reasons, the company said. It also allows SBA to enter
sublicensing agreements with wireless providers that attach equipment to transmission towers and other utility
structures, giving PG&E a portion of those future revenues, the utility said.
"SBA will have the exclusive rights to sublicense and market potential additional attachment locations on
approximately 28,000 of the utility’s other electric transmission towers to carriers for attachment of wireless
communications equipment," with licensing fees split between PG&E and SBA, the utility told the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission in a filing Tuesday.
"PG&E is not selling any transmission towers as part of this transaction," it said in its statement.
FERC and the California Public Utilities Commission have both approved the installation of wireless antennas
on transmission towers as a secondary use, PG&E said.
SBA CEO Jeff Stoops said that with 5G networks expanding, the "transaction adds a significant portfolio of
high-quality, exclusive locations to our outstanding existing U.S. macro tower portfolio, and SBA expects these
assets to generate approximately $39.5 million in tower cash flow in their first full year in our portfolio."
"We are also particularly pleased about the opportunity to work closely with PG&E over the coming years to
maximize wireless deployments across their extensive network of transmission towers."
RTO Insider Company News CAISO/EIM Company News California Agencies & Legislature
KEYWORDS California Independent System Operator (CAISO) Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)
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Western Drought Puts Hoover Dam Hydropower at Risk
More from this author
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h27-community_opposition_letters

City Council Attached you will find letters from 25 community members and neighbors of all ages living
next to the proposed wireless installation at the Marlborough water tank site. All state their
opposition to the proposed application and urge you to reject it at tonight's hearing.
Josh Burns

7/26/2021

Gmail - I oppose the proposed cell phone tower at the Marlborough water tank site (H27)

Josh B

I oppose the proposed cell phone tower at the Marlborough water tank site (H27)
1 message

Lenny Low
Cc: "wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net" <wirelesscomments@hillsborough.net>

Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 9:03 AM

Dear City Council & City Staff, I write to you today in opposition to the proposed H27 cell phone tower at the Marlborough
water tank site in our neighborhood. The water tank site and adjacent land are a horrible choice for a wireless installation
because: 1. It is a tiny lot, smaller than 99% of parcels in town and one of smallest water tank sites. It currently has two
massive water tanks jammed on the parcel with almost no setbacks. 2. All the proposed locations in the tank site and the
Right of Way location H27M6 are too close to homes at ~50 feet. The smaller parcel size of the homes in the
neighborhood makes this site a poor candidate for large scale infrastructure like a 55-foot tower. 3. This industrial site in a
residential area is already covered with existing tanks, buildings, and towers without meaningful screening from any angle
except for pine trees on a neighboring property that will need to be removed in the near future based on arborist
feedback. 4. Even with aesthetic improvements no meaningful screening will exist for close to a decade to mask a new
50+ foot tower (based on height and volume of screening vegetation required). 5. The lack of screening for the site is
exacerbated by no setbacks on both sides of the lot, which are two main arteries in town (Marlborough & Black
Mountain). Will more infrastructure on this site help increase “rustic character and rural charm that are the hallmarks of
our town”? 6. The wooden pole design or use of the existing lattice with exposed wiring will add to the visual blight at this
site. Since this site is so exposed, any use of the water tanks should follow the aesthetic standards for a monopole with
concealed wiring and integrated base. The design should include a detailed plan to improve screening of the entire site
from all sides. We implore you to not increase the already heavy burden on our neighborhood and deny applications for
additional infrastructure on this small lot that is already an eyesore and too close to homes. Instead we ask that you align
in supporting our efforts to improve the aesthetics of our neighborhood. Please work with Crown Castle to locate this
wireless infrastructure in the nearby open space away from homes. These sites can support colocation (service for
AT&T/T-Mobile) and back-up power compared to the tank site. 1. PG&E is proactively seeking wireless installations on up
to 35K towers and Crown Castle already hosts equipment on transmission towers in town. Consider a new attachment to
the PG&E transmission line structure near the foot of Marlborough or other similar structures in the open space via aerial
connections. 2. Build a new macro-site at the rest area on 280 to which will provide a broader coverage area, including
Lakeview and Tobin Clarke, which is excluded by the current proposal. 3. Expand the existing Verizon wireless site at
Darrell Road (Skyline) to cover a wider area of the town. Thank you for hearing the voices of your constituents and
rejecting the application for H27.
Lenny Low and Jennifer L Lee
Hillsborough

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=04a73e11bb&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1706363880240115602&simpl=msg-f%3A17063638802…
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Grace Church
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Hillsborough CA 94010



Dear City Council & City Staff,
I write to you today in opposition to the proposed H27 cell phone tower at the Marlborough water tank site in our
neighborhood.
The water tank site and adjacent land are a horrible choice for a wireless installation because:
1. It is a tiny lot, smaller than 99% of parcels in town and one of smallest water tank sites. It currently has
two massive water tanks jammed on the parcel with almost no setbacks.
2. All the proposed locations in the tank site and the Right of Way location H27M6 are too close to homes at
~50 feet. The smaller parcel size of the homes in the neighborhood makes this site a poor candidate for
large scale infrastructure like a 55-foot tower.
3. This industrial site in a residential area is already covered with existing tanks, buildings, and towers
without meaningful screening from any angle except for pine trees on a neighboring property that will
need to be removed in the near future based on arborist feedback.
4. Even with aesthetic improvements no meaningful screening will exist for close to a decade to mask a new
50+ foot tower (based on height and volume of screening vegetation required).
5. The lack of screening for the site is exacerbated by no setbacks on both sides of the lot, which are two
main arteries in town (Marlborough & Black Mountain). Will more infrastructure on this site help increase
“rustic character and rural charm that are the hallmarks of our town”?
6. The wooden pole design or use of the existing lattice with exposed wiring will add to the visual blight at
this site. Since this site is so exposed, any use of the water tanks should follow the aesthetic standards
for a monopole with concealed wiring and integrated base. The design should include a detailed plan to
improve screening of the entire site from all sides.
We implore you to not increase the already heavy burden on our neighborhood and deny applications for
additional infrastructure on this small lot that is already an eyesore and too close to homes. Instead we ask that
you align in supporting our efforts to improve the aesthetics of our neighborhood.
Please work with Crown Castle to locate this wireless infrastructure in the nearby open space away from homes.
These sites can support colocation (service for AT&T/T-Mobile) and back-up power compared to the tank site.
1. PG&E is proactively seeking wireless installations on up to 35K towers and Crown Castle already hosts
equipment on transmission towers in town. Consider a new attachment to the PG&E transmission line
structure near the foot of Marlborough or other similar structures in the open space via aerial connections.
2. Build a new macro-site at the rest area on 280 to which will provide a broader coverage area, including
Lakeview and Tobin Clarke, which is excluded by the current proposal.
3. Expand the existing Verizon wireless site at Darrel Road (Skyline) to cover a wider area of the town.
Thank you for hearing the voices of your constituents and rejecting the application for H27.

Tim Murphy

Name _____________________________________________________________________

Street address________________________________________________________________

Signature _________________________________________________________________
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